Our behaviour management plan supports the whole school Behaviour Management Policy. We explain to the children that we have three main reasons for rules. To learn, to show respect and to be, and feel, safe. We manage the children's behaviour by referring to the criteria below.

**To learn at Pre-Primary we:**
- Have to follow teacher instructions and give our best effort;
- Use active listening (eye contact, be quiet & keep our hands to ourselves);
- Use our inside voices;

**To feel safe at Pre-Primary we:**
- Be friendly (think about others feelings) and share equipment etc.
- Be kind and caring to each other;
- Be patient and wait our turn;
- Walk inside and keep our hands to ourselves.

**To show respect at Pre-Primary we:**
- Share classroom resources and handle them properly;
- Use talking voices;
- Use gentle, helping hands.
- Speak politely and respond to adults when they speak to us.

**Classroom Policy**
We use the above criteria and the traffic light system to manage behaviour. Each day all children begin on the green light and if a rule is broken the steps are:
1. Child is told “that is a one” (their first warning for breaking a rule).
2. Second verbal warning, “That is a two”.
3. If the child is given a third warning they are moved from the green traffic light to the orange. They are asked to sit aside near an adult and to reflect on their behaviour. They are then expected to explicitly explain what rule/s they have broken and what they need to do to follow them next time (e.g. “I did not listen to the teacher & kept on calling out. I will listen straight away next time and not call out”).
4. If the child continues to break the rules they will be moved to the red traffic light and be sent to buddy class (room 13, Mrs Cassilli/Mrs Mellican).

**Whole School Behaviour Management**

**Green Cards:** Students who remain on the green traffic light all day, receive a sticker to put on their rewards chart. Stickers, stamps and/or rewards (i.e. pencils) from the Treasure Box are also given randomly for good work and behaviour during the day. Students need to collect 10 stickers/stamps before they receive a green card.

**Orange and Red Cards:** Students who end up on the red traffic light will also receive a school orange or red card (depending on the severity of the incident/s). Red and Orange cards will also be given for incidents involving breaking of class/school rules, as per the Whole School Behaviour Management Policy.